We make safe, simple.
Our mission.

We focus on innovating, developing, and marketing the highest quality secure communications solutions to organizations whose mission is to protect and save lives.

We make safe, simple.

**It's simple:** Every day, we go to work to make the world a safer place. The mission-critical communications products we provide ensure the right people always have the lifeline they need, when they need it.

---

### Our People

We do everything we can to make being safe simple. Everyone on our team — our engineers, our customer service personnel, our field service technicians, and our salespeople — works tirelessly to make our products and processes as simple as possible.

### Our Business Model

We are transforming how you buy LMR systems and radios. We believe in open communication, with simple pricing models and no vendor-driven change orders. We support P25 interoperability to the fullest extent and do not use proprietary features to lock customers to a single vendor.

### Our Customers

They demand more than the status quo and want the flexibility to choose what's best for their first responders, so we eliminate the complexities that come with purchasing, deploying, operating, and maintaining mission-critical communications systems and radios so they can focus on protecting and saving lives.

---

We are inspired by our rich heritage.

1923  
E.F. Johnson Company was founded

1939  
First public safety product was manufactured

1980  
First company to introduce trunked systems for public safety

1998  
Founded member of the P25 Technology Interest Group
ATLAS is the safest & most flexible P25 system.

Our patented Latitude™ technology makes the ATLAS® P25 application and transport network unique and enables ATLAS systems to offer increased flexibility as compared with traditional LMR systems in various aspects of its operations.

**Auto-Discovery & Self-Healing Sites**
Any new site is automatically configured on the system once it is connected to the network. If a network connection is lost and then reestablished, the system heals itself automatically.

**Distributed Call Control**
The site initiating a call is responsible for call setup, so no central controller is necessary and a failure at one site does not affect the operation of the remaining sites.

**Simulcast Control**
ATLAS simulcast consolidates the functionality of traditional hardware elements into a software application that is replicated at each site to provide maximum redundancy.

---

**ATLAS® P25 Network**

**StarGate Dispatch Console**

**IP NETWORK CLOUD**

---

**2005**
Introduced distributed architecture for P25 systems

**2009**
StarGate® Dispatch Console introduced

**2011**
ATLAS® P25 system solutions introduced

**2013**
Viking VP900 Multi-Band & Viking FIRE portables
KENWOOD Viking® radios — simple to use & maintain.

Our KENWOOD Viking® radios combine P25 design expertise and recognized quality and reliability. We use smarter technology to make them easy to use and easy to maintain.

**Perpetual Software Licensing**
Add greater value to your radios by extending the life of the software into your next hardware platform — you purchase once and own the software option forever. Your licenses are simple to manage with Vault™, our FREE cloud-based tool.

**Armada® Fleet Management**
Quickly update radios in a group rather than one at a time. One template programs both portables and mobiles. Elite battery management enables wireless tracking of battery fleet. Learn the basics in about an hour with our FREE Armada Quick Start Training.

**TrueVoice™**
Clearly hear the words being transmitted with the tone of the voice, so you can recognize distress. Software-based audio enhancement for portable and mobile radios automatically filters out noise source frequencies and eliminates the need for extra configuration.

KENWOOD Viking P25 radios /uni2015 simple to use & maintain.

Your investment is protected by a standard three-year warranty & transferrable software licenses.

2015
Viking VM900 Multi-Band Mobile & ATLAS 4500 P25 Phase 2 Base Station

2016
Viking 5000 Series & Perpetual Software Licensing for Viking; ATLAS Ecosystem

2017
Viking portfolio expansion with 6000 Series

2018
Viking VM7000 Multi-deck & Viking Vault™
We are part of the JVCKENWOOD family.

As the P25 public safety communication specialists for JVCKENWOOD, we are committed to providing modern P25 solutions for today and the future. We are determined to live up to that promise. No one has time for complexities. That's why the ATLAS and KENWOOD Viking solutions are simple to purchase, deploy, use and maintain. We deliver superior products at an affordable price with local representatives that will support our products so that you can focus on your mission - protecting and saving lives.

JVCKENWOOD’S Communications Division is made up of specialty companies that operate independently to offer best-in-class products as either a complete JVCKENWOOD solution or a solution with multiple manufacturers’ P25 equipment.

We can do as much or as little as you’d like. Do you want the whole package: radio system, portable/mobile radios, consoles and video surveillance? We can do that. Do you want our system, but have a different vendor in mind for your radios? We can do that too. The choice is yours.